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• Economy in the Commission priorities

• The quantitative side: Economic forecasts 

• Opening economy to SDGs: European Semester

• Strategic Foresight in the European Commission

• Definition of strategic foresight

• Examples of economy related work

• Strategic Foresight implemented in the European Commission

• SF Agenda

• SF for Better Regulation 

• Streamlining strategic foresight across the Commission

Overview



Economic aspects in the Commission 
priorities 2019-2024
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Economy is a cross-cutting issue and multi-facetted



Forecasting in the Commission

2. Economic outlook

2.1. International environment
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for economic policies / impact assessment  



European Semester & SDGs

Opening up the understanding of economy in their interlinkages 

with people, health and planet

EU’s progress towards SDGs.



Strategic Foresight
Taking an integrated perspective on economy 



• Core elements

• 360 degree STEEP perspective and zooming in from global to local/sector specific 

perspectives

• Systemic understanding of drivers of problems and their interlinkages

• Participatory way to gather knowledge and expectation on future developments

• Strategic use through drawing back from future insights to actionable learning for today

Strategic Foresight

Strategic Foresight looks at economic aspects from 

an integrated & systemic perspective



Foresight research



Foresight work in the 
Commission on economic 
aspects
Examples



• Customs of the future – trade process focus

• strategic reflection on the future of the European 

Union’s Customs Union, its relevance and its 

effectiveness in the long-term

• co-created vision for EU Customs in 2040.

• first reflection on how the vision can be reached.

Examples of Foresight work in the 
Commission on economic aspects

Focus on trade related processes



• Industry landscape vision – sector perspective

• Methodology to 

• (1) to define a long-term (2050) vision for an industry and 

• (2) to propose concrete actions for the industry itself, 

policymakers, and other stakeholders, to address the challenges

faced by the sector (trade and competition, innovation, 

resources, business integrity and skills) 

on its path towards the vision.

• Tool available to replicate process 

Examples of Foresight work in the 
Commission on economic aspects

Focus on sector vision and future pathways



• Future of Farmers – job perspective

• Agriculture is one of the important sectors 

in transforming the European economy and society 

towards a long-term sustainability. 

• European farmers will at the same time face several 

future challenges for agriculture and food production 

and consumption, especially regarding climate 

change and resource scarcity, technological change, 

infrastructural issues and food demand/dietary habits. 

Examples of Foresight work in the 
Commission on economic aspects

Focus on job transformation



• Megatrends are long-term global driving forces 

that have a significant influence for a few decades

• EC Megatrends hub to monitor 14 Global 

Megatrends with some focus on Europe.

• Economic aspects
• Expanding influence of east and south

• Growing consumerism

• Diversifying influences

• Changing nature of work

• Acceleration technological change & hyperconnectivity

• Aggravating resource scarcity

Megatrends Hub

Systemic look at long-term developments of driving forces of the economy



Strategic Foresight 
implemented in the European 
Commission



• Annual next steps planning

• Annual Strategic Foresight Report on relevant issues

• Ad hoc foresight exercises (2021: green jobs, twin transition)

• Inter-DG collaboration in the Strategic Foresight Network

• Inter-EU institutions collaboration  in the ESPAS network 

• Collaboration with Member States with “Ministers of the Future” network and related 

Sherpa network

Strategic Foresight Agenda



• Integrating strategic foresight in policy making 

• Impact Assessment 

Megatrends analysis to understand the development of

policy problems

• Evaluation and Fitness checks

Using ‘reference’ foresight scenarios to stress-test policies

• Policy design

Reference scenarios on the global standing of the EU

to develop fit for future policy initiatives

Strategic Foresight in Better Regulation



Streamlining Foresight across the 
Commission through Futures Literacy

Inspiration

Trainings

Follow up



Summary: Strategic in the policymaking cycle
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Thank you


